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Abstract: A direct algorithmic process can deal with the solution of the support–ground interaction
in a circular tunnel excavation through the convergence-confinement method (CCM) with the concept
of increment. This process is the so-called direct calculation method (DCM) that can find solutions,
the mobilized support pressure and the convergence, in the analysis of CCM. To achieve the solution,
using two linear equations in the elastic region and Newton’s recursive method to find the roots
in the plastic region are proposed and realized by a calculated spreadsheet. The validity of the
algorithmic process for the analytical solutions was investigated and verified by the finite element
computation, and compared with the published results, Rocksupport (2004), Oreste (2009), and
Gschwandtner-Galler (2012). The results obtained between DCM and related studies show no
significant differences.

Keywords: tunnel analysis; direct algorithmic process; support-ground interaction; confinement loss;
Newton’s recursive method; convergence-confinement method

1. Introduction

The convergence-confinement method (CCM) adopts the assumption of the plane
strain and is used to simulate the interaction between support and ground of a circular
tunnel, and can analyze the displacements/stresses generated around the tunnel. This
method is an effective calculation method for designing underground excavation support
and consists of a combination of three different curves [1–3]. As shown in Figure 1, there is
the longitudinal displacement profile (LDP) or a so-called confinement loss curve (CLC),
the support confining curve (SCC), and the ground reaction curve (GRC). Numerous publi-
cations discuss the CCM and its use in predicting and applying underground excavation,
and behavioral analysis of supporting structures [4–9]. For design considerations and
applications, the method becomes an initiation tool for the supports design of tunnel exca-
vation [10–13]. As shown in Figure 1, the curve ABCEG represents the GRC, as the tunnel
continues to excavate, the surrounding rock stress decreases, and the radial displacement
increases gradually. Therefore, this curve determines when the support is installed and
the stiffness of the support plays an important role [14–17]. Numerous studies have been
investigating this approach, using empirical and mathematical expressions to develop
GRCs under different behavioral assumptions and generally applicable to tunnels exca-
vated in isotropic stress state [18–21]. The curve DEI denotes the SCC that characterizes the
deformation imposed on the support and its ability to withstand the radially converging
pressure (point D) that has occurred since the support was installed. There are many
studies on SCC that focus on the transient conditions of supports, progressive hardening,
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time-dependent properties, and non-linearities [5,6,15,19,22–24]. Numerous studies have
explored the analytical solutions of SCC and GRC at equilibrium (point E) under different
hypotheses [25–28].
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Figure 1. Graphical concept of the support-ground interaction in the analysis of convergence-
confinement method (CCM).

As shown in the upper part of Figure 1, the third curve of this method is called the
longitudinal displacement profile (LDP) [11] or the confinement loss curve (CLC) [2–4].
Recent studies have shown some divergent views on the assumptions and definitions of
confinement loss in the CCM analysis [29–33]. This principle suggests that the confinement
loss increases while the radial stress decreases during the advancing excavation of the
tunnel face and uses the concept of increment to simulate this effect, and its value is between
0 and 1 [3,34,35].

The direct algorithmic procedure proposed in this paper, called the direct calculation
method (DCM), is used to solve the displacement/stress at the equilibrium (point E). From
a theoretical point of view, this method is proposed to investigate the interaction behavior
of the support and ground due to the excavation of a circular tunnel in the isotropic stress
field was rigorously derived. The feasibility of a direct algorithmic process for the analytical
solution is examined by numerical analysis steps, in particular the finite element method
(FEM). Various study cases, including Oreste [6], Gschwandtner-Galler [23], and Rocksup-
port [36], are selected to compare with DCM, respectively. Therefore, the purpose of this
paper is to provide computational concepts for tunnel analysis and to comprehensively
discuss solutions for the support–ground interaction behavior in tunneling, and to provide
the complete equations for support design and details of their derivation.

2. Equations Derivation of the Direct Calculation Method (DCM)

To distinguish whether the stress at the points C and E are in the elastic or the plastic
regions, this study presents two analysis situations that include that stress state of points C
and E are both (1) in the elastic region (Case I, λd < λs < λe), and (2) in the plastic region
(Case II, λe < λd < λs). In addition, λe, λd, and λs are the confinement loss in the elastic limit
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state, at the moment of installing support (points C), and at the equilibrium state (points E),
respectively. Therefore, λe and λd can be given as the following [37–39]:

λe =

(
Kp − 1) + 2N

Kp + 1
(1)

λd = 1−
(

m
m + (d/R)

)4
(2)

where R is the radius of tunnel excavation, d is the unsupported span, Kp is the coefficient
of passive lateral pressure, N is the stability number, and the parameter of the function
m can be found by the regression analysis with the tunnel convergence data. Note that
this confinement loss is not only a function of the property geo-material but also of the
unsupported span.

2.1. Solution for the Support-Ground Interaction under the Elastic Condition

When the stresses of the surrounding rock at the intrados of the tunnel are in the
elastic region (Case I), the analytical solution of the displacement/stress at the equilibrium
point (point E) can be obtained according to the proposed process of DCM in the elastic
medium [40]. Then, the radial displacement (us

R) and the mobilized support pressure (ps)
can be obtained as:

ps =
ks

2G + ks
(1− λd)σv (3)

2G
σv

us
R

R
=

2G + λdks

2G + ks
= λs (4)

where G, ks, σv and are the shear modulus of the ground, the stiffness of the support, and
the vertical stress of the ground, respectively.

2.2. Solution for the Support–Ground Interaction under the Plastic Condition

When the stresses of the surrounding rock at the intrados of the tunnel are in the
plastic region (Case II) [40]. Therefore, at the equilibrium state (point E), the mobilized
support pressure (ps) and the radial displacement (us

R) can be obtained as:

Ps = ks

(
us

R
R
−

ud
R

R

)
= σs

R =
2(

Kp − 1
)[λe

(
R

Rs
R

)Kp−1
− N

]
σv (5)

2G
σo

us
R

R
= λe

C1 + C2

(
R
Rs

p

)Kp−1

+ C3

(Rs
p

R

)Kψ+1
 (6)

where Kψ is the coefficient of the plastic flow, and C1, C2, and C3 are the coefficients of
ground. In addition, the plastic zone radius at the moment of installing support (Rd

p) can
be represented as:

Rd
p

R
=

[
2λe(

Kp + 1
)
λe −

(
Kp − 1

)
λ

] 1
Kp−1

(7)

The mobilized pressure of the support system blocks the continuous expansion of
the plastic zone radius and maintains a fixed value (Rs

p) at the equilibrium state (point E).
For the expansion of the plastic zone, the calculation of the plastic zone radius due to the
advancing excavation of the tunnel at different stress state (between point C and E) plays
an important role in the analysis of DCM.

As the stresses are in the plastic state, through the function of the DCM algorithmic
process, a numerical method called Newton’s recursive method is proposed, which can find
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the solution of the intersection between the two curves (SCC and GGC) in the equilibrium
state (point E). Therefore, this function can be represented as:

f
( Rs

p
R

)
=

[
C2 − 4G

ks(Kp−1)

]( Rs
p

R

)1−Kp
+ C3

( Rs
p

R

)Kψ+1
−
[

C2

(
R

Rd
p

)Kp−1
+ C3

(
Rd

p
R

)Kψ+1
]
− 4GN

λeks(Kp−1)
(8)

f ′
(Rs

p

R

)
=

[
C2 −

4G
ks
(
Kp − 1

)](1− Kp
)(Rs

p

R

)−Kp

+ C3
(
Kψ + 1

)(Rs
p

R

)Kψ

(9)

where the derivative of the function ƒ(Rs
p/R) is represented by ƒ′(Rs

p/R). Therefore, the
plastic zone radius (Rs

p), can be given as:

(Rs
p

R

)
n+1

=

(Rs
p

R

)
n
−

f
(( Rs

p
R

)
n

)
f ′
((

Rs
p

R

)
n

) (10)

where the incremental step in the recursion is represented by n. For substituting Equa-
tion (10) into Equations (5) and (6), the radial displacement and the mobilized support
pressure at the equilibrium state can finally be obtained.

3. Procedure of Numerical Analysis for the Direct Calculation Method (DCM) and
Finite Element Method (FEM)
3.1. Procedure of Numerical Analysis for the DCM

The algorithmic process used in the analysis of DCM is to solve the displacement/stress
at the equilibrium state (point E). The computation flowchart of DCM is represented in
Figure 2. The process and steps of the calculation performed by DCM include (1) input
of calculation data (including tunnel geometry, in situ stress, surrounding rock material,
support member material, unsupported span, and other related parameters), (2) according
to the unsupported span calculate the value of λd, λe, and λs, (3) determine whether the
stress change of surrounding rock (i.e., the corresponding λ value) caused by the contin-
uous excavation of the tunnel is in the elastic zone or in the plastic zone, (4) according
to Equations (3)–(6), calculate the solution at the equilibrium point, and (5) record the
displacement/stress corresponding to all incremental values and plot the graphs or tables.

In the analysis of DCM, the unknown parameters obtained by the calculation with the
known parameters shown in Table 1 are the radial stress (σR), the radial displacement (uR),
and the tangential stress (σθ). Corresponding to a specified value of the confinement loss,
these unknown parameters are the behavior at the intrados of the tunnel in different steps of
excavation. In this study, the Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion is used to determine whether
the stress reaches the plastic region, and the plastic strain adopts the plastic associated
flow rule.

3.2. Procedure of Numerical Analysis for the FEM

To examine the results obtained by DCM, a numerical analysis that provides rigorous
results for comparison, such as the finite element method (FEM), is investigated in this
study. The finite element computing processor developed in the laboratory includes (1) the
pre-processor (matrix optimization, boundary condition needed, mesh modeling, applied
force, input data of material used, and geometry), (2) the main program (mechanic models,
tolerance used, and the core of calculation including the increment steps), and (3) the
post-processor (iso-value illustrations, drawing the contour line of displacement/stress,
and output data).

The mesh made by finite element analysis includes 1971 total nodes and 658 elements
(118 T6 elements and 540 Q8 elements), using three components of calculation (ground,
excavation, and lining), and the analysis boundary of the roller support is 20 times the
tunnel excavation radius. The simulation results obtained by the FEM comprise the dis-
placements/stresses of the ground around the periphery of the tunnel. In addition, Figure 3
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shows a plot of simulation results for tunnel excavation under initial isotropic stress con-
dition and includes the plastic zone, the stress field, the total displacement, the minor
principal stress, the major principal stress, and the iso-value illustrations of the initial stress.
The input data used for the calculation are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Input data of the numerical computation of DCM and finite element method (FEM).

Ground Support (Shotcrete-Lining)

Parameter Value Parameter Value
Vertical stress, σv (MPa) 1.0 Poisson’s ratio, νshot 0.2
In-situ stress ratio, Ko 1.0 Elastic modulus, Eshot (GPa) 25.0

Cohesion, c (MPa) 0.1 Unit weight, γshot (MPa/m) 0.025

Friction angle, ϕ (◦) 30.0 Uniaxial compression
strength, σc(shot) (MPa) 20.0

Dilation angle, ψ (◦) 30.0 Thickness, tshot (m) 0.2
Poisson’s ratio, ν 0.25 Unsupported span, d (m) 0.53, 1.37

Elastic modulus, E (MPa) 300.0 Coefficients, m 0.75
Confinement loss, λ 0.0–1.0 Tunnel radius, R (m) 5.2
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Figure 3. Simulation results of a circular tunnel excavation calculated by finite element analysis.
(a) the stress field, (b) the plastic zone, (c) the major principal stress, (d) the minor principal stress,
(e) the initial stress, and (f) the total displacement.

4. Verification and Comparison of Results between This Study and Other Research
4.1. Verification and Comparison of Results between FEM and DCM

The feasibility of the developed direct algorithmic process (DCM) is verified by numer-
ical analysis with finite element analysis (FEM). The comparison of analytical and numerical
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results, including the displacement/stress change of GRC and SCC in each excavation
stage, and especially the influence of radial displacement and mobilized support pressure
at the equilibrium point is investigated.

Considering the influence of tunnel-advancing excavation, the unsupported span d (or
unsupported distance) is usually used to consider the influence of the stress state. If the
tunnel is excavated without considering the support system, it is clear that the in situ stress
will drop rapidly to a plastic state. Therefore, under the isotropic stress condition, two
unsupported spans were selected including (1) short unsupported span (λd = 0.4, d = 0.53 m)
so that the surrounding rock stress falls in the elastic zone, and (2) long unsupported span
(λd = 0.7, d = 1.37 m) so that the stress falls in the plastic zone.

According to the results obtained by FEM and DCM for the support–ground inter-
action, the displacement/stress at the equilibrium state is different in the elastic region
(Figure 4a) and the plastic region (Figure 4b). From the comparison results, it can be found
that the mobilized support pressure in the elastic zone shows a relatively high value, while
the radial displacement indicates a lower value, but the situation in the plastic zone shows
the opposite. Furthermore, it must be noted that the trajectory of the support–ground
interaction follows the ground reaction curve so, in this case, the interaction curve (IC) and
the ground reaction curve (GRC) coincide with each other, i.e., the isotropic stress field.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the interaction behavior of support-ground between FEM and DCM.
(a) short unsupported span (d = 0.53 m), and (b) long unsupported span (d = 1.37 m).

The mechanical behavior is demonstrated in this study for the displacement/stress
continuity at the elastoplastic interface as shown in Figure 5, that is, the continuous connec-
tion between the interface (between the elastic and plastic regions). For the comparison
of the distribution of displacement/stress around circular tunnel proximity, the radial dis-
placement and the plastic zone radius of the ground under no support condition are larger
than the support condition. In other words, the support installation in tunneling blocks the
development of the plastic zone (Figure 5a). On the comparison between FEM and DCM in
numerical analysis, the results obtained at the intrados of the tunnel are approximatively
the same as shown in Table 2, and that around the tunnel proximity illustrates a consistent
trend as shown in Figure 5.

4.2. Comparison of Results between DCM and Other Studies

The case study compared with DCM includes research such as Rocksupport (2004) [36],
Oreste (2009) [6], and Gschwandtner-Galler (2012) [23]. First of all, for analyzing the ground
reaction caused by the tunnel excavation under the no support condition, the input data of
the numerical calculation can be found in the aforementioned articles. According to the
analysis results between DCM and the listed articles, the percentage error of the plastic
zone radius is from 0.79% to 1.31%, and the percentage error of the radial displacement is
from 0.24% to 1.70%. In particular, compared with the results of Rocksupport (2004), this
study presents values with little error, as shown in Figure 6 and Table 3.
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Table 2. Comparison of results between FEM and DCM.

FEM DCM

Support condition Mobilized support pressure, ps
(MPa)

Radial displacement, us
R

(mm)
Plastic zone radius, Rs

p (m)
Mobilized support pressure, ps

(MPa)
(error %) *

Radial displacement, us
R

(mm)
(error %) *

Plastic zone radius, Rs
p (m)

(error %) *

No support (Elasticity) n/a 21.665 n/a n/a 21.667
(0.01%) n/a

No support
(Elastoplasticity) n/a 136.73 9.62 n/a 136.83

(0.07%)
9.57

(0.53%)
Support

λd = 0.53 a 0.481 11.074 n/a 0.487
(1.1%)

11.124
(0.5%) n/a

Support

λd = 1.37 b 0.262 18.534 5.972 0.279
(6.6%)

18.482
(0.3%)

5.923
(0.8%)

a short unsupported span, b long unsupported span; * error (%) = 100%(|FEM-DCM|/FEM).
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Table 3. Comparison of results between DCM and other studies (no support condition).

Other Research
Results

(No Support
Condition)

Radial Displacement,
uR (mm)

Plastic Zone Radius,
Rp (m)

DCM
Radial Displacement,

uR (mm) (Error %)

DCM
Plastic Zone Radius,

Rs
p (m) (Error %)

Rocksupport (2004) 121.56 13.77 119.75
(1.49%)

13.66
(0.79%)

Oreste (2009) 6.2 4.65 6.306
(1.70%)

4.704
(1.16%)

Gschwandtner-Galler
(2012) 160.0 13.0 160.39

(0.24%)
12.83

(1.31%)

Regarding the comparison of DCM calculation results with published research articles,
firstly, the input data of the calculation proposed by the tutorial manual of Rocksupport
(2004) [36] includes two support systems that are only rock bolts and rock bolt plus shotcrete
lining. The results calculated by DCM are as shown in Table 4, and one can observe that
the range of percentage error of the plastic zone radius is 2.6–2.7%, and the range of the
percentage error is 2.2–5.2% for the radial displacement, and 8.7~10.0% for the mobilized
support pressure.

Table 4. Comparison of results between DCM and Rocksupport (2004) [36] (support condition).

Rocksupport (2004) DCM

Support condition Mobilized support pressure, ps
(MPa)

Radial displacement, us
R

(mm)
Plastic zone radius, Rs

p (m) Mobilized support pressure, ps
(MPa) (error %)

Radial displacement, us
R

(mm) (error %)
Plastic zone radius, Rs

p (m)
(error %)

Rock bolts 0.19 60.0 10.0 0.171
(10.0%)

61.29
(2.15%)

10.27
(2.70%)

Rock bolt and
shotcrete-lining 0.21 55.56 9.74 0.191

(8.7%)
58.42

(5.15%)
9.99

(2.57%)

Secondly, the comparison with the study of Oreste (2009), the results as shown in
Table 5 that displays a short unsupported span, deep tunnel location, good quality of rock
mass, and general support system. The percentage error of the mobilized support pressure,
the radial displacement, and the plastic zone radius are 7%, 0.7%, and 1.7%, respectively.

Table 5. Comparison of results between DCM and Oreste (2009) [6] (support condition).

Oreste (2009) DCM

Mobilized support pressure, ps
(MPa) Radial displacement, us

R (mm) Plastic zone radius, Rs
p (m)

Mobilized support pressure, ps
(MPa)

(error %)

Radial displacement, us
R (mm)

(error %)
Plastic zone radius, Rs

p (m)
(error %)

0.16 4.68 4.65 0.144
(7.0%)

4.65
(0.7%)

4.57
(1.7%)

Thirdly, for a comparison with the study of Gschwandtner-Galler (2012), the results
are shown in Table 6. The percentage error of the mobilized support pressure, the radial
displacement, and the plastic zone radius are 7.6%, 1.9%, and 4.0%, respectively. Finally,
for the comparison of results shown in Figure 7, the more obvious difference is the mobi-
lized support pressure calculated by DCM, and the range of percentage error is between
7% and 10%.

Table 6. Comparison of results between DCM and Gschwandtner-Galler (2012) [23] (support condition).

Gschwandtner-Galler (2012) DCM

Mobilized support pressure, ps
(MPa) Radial displacement, us

R (mm) Plastic zone radius, Rs
p (m)

Mobilized support pressure, ps
(MPa)

(error %)

Radial displacement, us
R (mm)

(error %)
Plastic zone radius, Rs

p (m)
(error %)

0.84 75.2 7.69 0.904
(7.56%)

73.72
(1.97%)

8.00
(4.03%)
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5. Conclusions

Through a series of formula derivation, algorithm implementation, numerical veri-
fication, and comparison with three published research results, this study can draw the
following conclusions:

(1) The direct calculation method (DCM) is used to study the theoretical explanation
and numerical analysis of the support–ground interaction caused by a circular tunnel
excavation in the isotropic stress field.

(2) The DCM is proposed to provide a special algorithmic process to solve the support-
ground interaction solution at the equilibrium state. The roots are obtained by ap-
plying the method of simultaneous equations in the elastic region and Newton’s
recurrence method in the plastic region. DCM investigated the solution for the inter-
action between GRC and SCC, namely the mobilized support pressure and the radial
displacement.

(3) To resolve the theoretical analysis into an executable numerical program, a simple
spreadsheet of calculations is used to realize the application of DCM.

(4) The confinement loss as the incremental factor defining the situation of tunnel advanc-
ing excavation is classified by two cases (Case I and II) and proposed to distinguish
whether the stress state is in the plastic or the elastic regions.

(5) Good validation results are obtained between FEM and DCM for tunnel excavation
simulations under support or no support conditions.

(6) Three research results, Rocksupport (2004) [36], Oreste (2009) [6], and Gschwandtner-
Galler (2012) [23], are used to compare with that obtained by DCM. In the no support
condition, the consistency of the results is also very good. In the support condition,
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the maximum percentage error is 10%, 6%, and 4% for the mobilized support pressure,
the radial displacement, and the plastic zone radius, respectively.
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